Incredible Journey
Making the kits

This was designed to run on 8.5 x 11 paper. White card stock works best.

Print all spinners and signs in color. I use the information “How to signs “signs when I have it as a display when only 1 or more persons will be doing the activity at a time.

Trim circles

Cut signs in half – so that when you fold you will have a picture of the same station on both sides. Trim to less than half size. (so they will fit 2 in an 8.5 by 11 lamination sheet easier to trim after lamination)

Put circles in center of 8.5 x 11 lamination sheets Be sure top of circle is at top of lamination when looking at it in landscape layout. And run through laminator. Don’t trim the circle again. They will lay flatter on a table.

Before laminating signs, fold in half To make crease then unfold and laminate signs.

I take a hole punch and put two holes in bottom of sign

And use chenille sticks (pipe cleaner long size) through the 2 holes to make it so signs will stand on their own. Sign will fold up for storage without removing chenille sticks.

I buy small food storage containers and write name of station on the containers and lids for the beads at each station.

I purchase spinners at a teacher supply store. I use round Velcro to attach the spinners to the circle’s in the center. I put the soft Velcro piece on the circles so during storage they don’t have other things stick to them. For storage I take the Velcro spinners off and store in a small plastic bag so they stack easier. Make extra spinners to keep with kit.

Works with Project WET activity Incredible Journey
http://www.projectwet.org/usa/mas/sampleactivities.htm for additional activity information
sms2007 sms@hrtc.net
Good place to purchase additional pony beads & supplies

Bolek’s Craft Supplies

http://www.bolekscrafts.com/

**Eastern Time**  Monday - Friday (9:00-5:00) Saturday (9:00-3:00)  Sunday (Closed)

**E-Mail Address:** boleks@tusco.net

330 North Tuscarawas Ave.  P. O. Box 465  Dover, OH 44622


Fax Number:  1-330-343-8009

Fax orders may be sent 24 hours a day 7 days a week or phone in your order:

Free Shipping on orders over $100.00 in continental USA Only!

Orders under $100.00 add $8.00.
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HOW TO MAKE BRACELET WITH SLIDER BEAD OR CHENILLE STICK

1) Tie knot about 1/3 of way up

2) Add beads on the long side of the bracelet string and tie knot at end of beads once you have 9 beads.

3) Select one bead of any color and place on the end of the bracelet string.
4) String opposite bracelet string through the bead and it will form an X

5) Tie knot at each end of bracelet string and you can then take bracelet on and off easily.

If using chenille stick (pipe cleaner)

1. Put a bend in the pipe cleaner about 1/3 of the way up.
2. String the 9 beads on the long side of the pipe cleaner
3. Put another bend in the pipe cleaner after the beads and then be sure each end is turned under so the wire does not poke anyone and twist tie to wrist loosely.
THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY

You are going to become a water molecule moving through the water cycle.

1) Go to Start station
2) Spin the spinner to see where you start
3) Move to that station –
4) You fill in all 9 lines – chart your journey using a X for your starting point and then draw a line to each place you went

Where will the water you drink today be tomorrow?

1. ______________________(start)
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
6. ______________________
7. ______________________
8. ______________________
9. ______________________

Additional information about Project WET www.projectwetusa.org

Susan Schultz sms@hrtc.net Indiana
WATER CYCLE

ACTIVITY

Become a water drop and travel through the water cycle.

1) Start with a bracelet

2) Select one of the 9 stations to start at.
(clouds, river, lake, ocean, glacier, groundwater, soil, animal, plant)

3) At each station select one bead – and put on bracelet then spin the spinner and it will tell you which station to visit next. If it says stay you must spin again – if someone is in line behind you – you must go to the back of the line.

4) Only visit 9 stations – and you will only have 9 beads when you complete.

5) Take a bead of any color to finish your bracelet (only if using twine or leather – not if you used a pipe cleaner (chenille stick) you can make a slider bead to put bracelet on and off your wrist – see example)

sms@hrtc.net